
 

 

 

 

The visiting tours.  

 

The different visiting groups gets this sheet of questions and reflections to work on during the visit. 

The group must prepare input for the plenary session in the afternoon (Wednesday).  

The panel and speakers from Tuesday afternoon will form a “discussion panel” for the reflections 

coming from the different “visiting groups”. 

The “long distance transport groups” can prepare their work in the return bus.  

The “short distance transport groups” can access group rooms at the hotel upon return.   



 
 

Bastøy prison  

Bastøy prison is Norway’s largest low-security prison located by the Oslo fjord.  It was built in 1902 

and is one of the oldest prisons in Norway. The capacity is 125 male prisoners and has an educational 

and democratic approach to prison operations.   Prisoners have a lot of freedom and responsibility, 

and they get training and work opportunities. There is also a big focus on rehabilitation and creating 

a positive environment. This prison is like a small community on its own. The correctional and 

imported services cooperate in making possibilities for developing responsibility and knowledge. We 

may discover our own possibilities and talents, something we cannot lose, something we ourselves 

can manage. Areas for training: agriculture, livestock, forestry, carpentry, ferry, excavator, music, 

cleaning, cooking, higher education, garbage sorting or working in the shop.  Our vision: Punishment 

that make changes, Our prison: An arena for responsibility development  

 

Themes for reflection:  

 

The school department 

What did you see and experience?  

Did you get an understanding of why it was like this?  

Dilemmas?  

Something you would suggest to change?  

Something you did not understand?  

 

The relation between the school department and the workshops 

What did you see and experience?  

Did you get an understanding of why it was like that?  

Dilemmas?  

Something you would suggest to change?  

Something you did not understand?  

 

Can the group present three reflections or questions after their visit to share with the panel 

and the conference?   

 

 


